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About This Game

WARNING! This game contains flashing graphics that could potentially trigger
seizures in people with photosensitive epilepsy

In this game you play as a cat that is trapped in another dimension.
Find the way out or stay there forever!
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Features:

 You can do it with just one hand! The easiest controls ever!

 Bossfights! The real Bullet Hell!

 Free your future partners and they'll help you fight evil!

 Compare the results of your run with the results of other players on the leaderboard

 The levels are tougher than they look at first sight. They also appear in a random sequence!

 Various skins for your cat :3

 Uniq̵͎̀ue p̵̺̅s̷̱̀ychedelic sty̵l̸e̷ ̸w̵i̵t̵h̷ ̶L̸O̴T̵͇̋5̷̬͠_̶͖̔ø̸͙̽ƒ̵͔͐_̸̙͆9̵̠̃ļ̵̀į̶́̃†̵̙͘ç̵̫̈́h̶́ͅ ̷̚͜f̴̝͋x̶̱̓!̸̱̓я̷ь̴У̴
6d̶в̸Я̵,̸ы̵>̴Я̴5̷„̵Q̷В̵'̷"̸“̸Ё̸K̷ґ̸&̴є̸щ̶Д̴b̵2̸1̴‡̶X̶H̷,̶#̵Ц̶Џ̵UR SOЎ̵L—̵B‡̶LONGS«̶TQ̸–̷US!¦̶!!
¦̶і̸x̴,̶!̴k̴«̸†̴!!ќ̵д̴Г̶д̶/̶{̵€̷C̶Д̵7̶$̵Y†̴
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Title: PUSS!
Genre: Indie
Developer:
teamCOIL
Publisher:
teamCOIL
Franchise:
PUSS!
Release Date: 2 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: Core i3

Memory: 2 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 750 MB available space

English,French,German,Russian,Ukrainian,Japanese,Polish
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never played anything like that - very strange game, strange physics, strange gaming experience - i didn't figure out how to
completely control a game, or a character, or to attack - but lets just imagine for a second - what if this is exactly the thing that
makes this game a game? i sincerely recommend it for any other strange experiences collector like me ))). thumbs up if you love
gaming. The game comes from a developer with a great love for old RPGs. An amazing gaeme that is a love letter to old RPGs,
especially the old Dragon Quest games. While short, this is good since games tend to get over burdend with useless activities to
pad out game time. This game knows what it wants to do and does it masterfully.. It's fun, but as a fore warning I feel there
should be a seizure warning. There are a lot of things happening on screen and you, the player, move at a vary of speeds ranging
from mild to a roller coaster. I got somewhat disorientated and I don't want to imagine playing this on VR headset.

A few things I want to point out-

- the narrator reminds me of the narrator from Stanly Parabole, only female and a robot.
She insults you when you mess up and praises you when, from lack of better words, do well.
- the control options are nice
 +arrow keys
 +VR headset
 +and lastly, gamepad
-smooth graphics
-realistic cell description
-interesting background story. Check out my Steam Curator page, "Minorthreatt Gaming Reviews." I have the most organized
and extensive genre lists on Steam! Be sure to "FOLLOW" for more of my recommendations: 
http://store.steampowered.com/curator/31339849-Minorthreatt-Gaming-Reviews/?appid=257170

The Short of it: Out of all the Nickervision Studios games, I found this one the most challenging. It bordered on frustrating for
me because the way you move is so odd. With practice though, this could be rewarding.

I am reccommending it because there's nothing wrong with it being challenging, and someone else may really enjoy the mental
challenge this game offers. I can see myself coming back to it, and practicing to the point that I can properly predict how the
"player" will move when I click. But I would still say this is my least favorite of the Nickervision games - it just didn't appeal to
me right away, nor did I feel great about how I could play it after a bit. It really requires some work to understand where the
pivoting movmenet is going to send you (at least for me). If you're up for a little indie S&M though, get in there bucko ;)
. THIS DLC IS COOL. this game is a joke for a company that is asking for £40 for a game you would atleast feel the game has
some implicaitions to make it fun well guess what! this game is awful. A joke of a comapny taking money from fans for this
game i wouldnt even pay £10 for how bad this is,, you can legit stand still and the game will hit the ball and for the shots, it
doesnt matter what you press you will always chop the ball. A Joke the company shouldnt even exist on how poor this game is
and how they are stealing your money for buying this game, update the game or dont make games you joke of a company legit
shouldnt even be creating games!. I would laugh if it weren't so sad.
Let's just say there's a reason they show you the graphics and not the gameplay in the trailer.
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Well what can i say about this demo.
I'm not gonna write a super long review but i think this demo deserves more credit than some people actually give it, It's crystal
clear that whoever made this put a lot of effort and love into it and if i had the money i would most definetely buy the complete
game because now that i've played the demo i'm curious to know how it ends. And besides i had fun playing it! That's the main
thing.
Of course there's some things that could be polished (like certain camera angles) but in overall it's a very beautiful game, the
music is very intuitive with what's going on in the game, puzzles are not that hard to complete or figure it out and that boss fight
at the end of the demo was just superb! It really put me on my guard XD I loved it!
So all i wanted to make clear with this review is that if you have free time and you like these kind of games, give this one a try,
play the demo and even buy the full game if you can. It's worth your time, brings back that nostalgia feeling of old games and
it's really appealing. And nowadays we need to suport developers like this to bring us quality games that are enjoyable to play
and different from the majority :)

It's a 9\/10 game for me.
Happy gaming yall ^^
. This. Game.. Really fun, For me it's laggy but I can deal with it.
Almost peed my pants :/
Really fun game!
10/10 <--- = the best FNaF Fan Game ever!!!. Fun little game, really neat in VR.. I was so on board to play this game; there is a
ton of good info in here.
Too bad it is hiding behind some fairly terrible gameplay.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/hjblBt_S_YQ

ＰＵＳＳ！ demo is OUT!:

Finally, the demo of PUSS! is now released!
Download it from PUSS! Steam page (Win/Mac)

store.steampowered.com/app/797230/PUSS/

Have a nice game!
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PUSS! loves you.

. ＰＵＳＳ！ goes to PAX East!:

Attend PAX East[east.paxsite.com] in Boston, MA - Apr 5-8 and play PUSS!.
Find our booth at Rising zone.

See you there!

. �� Are YOU ready for Halloween? ��:

��✨We feel the magic of upcoming Halloween! �� Do you?✨��
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If not yet, here's the message:

YOU CAN GET PUSS! WITH A SPECIAL HALLOWEEN DISCOUNT!. A LITTLE MORE PATIENCE (PLEASE):
Hello,

Ivan from teamCOIL here.

Game development is a journey full of challenges and hard decisions. The case of PUSS! is not an exception and there's
another hard decision we have to make. When I posted news about delaying the game’s release two months ago, its
production was freezed. Our developer had to leave the team because of personal reasons. We’d spent a lot of time
finding a replacement and luckily we did.

But we’ve lost that time and still have a work to do to finish PUSS!. We're at the finish line, but can't let you down by
releasing an unpolished game. It’s that situation when you have to choose the lesser of two evils.

PUSS! will be released on August 2.

I hope you'll understand this decision, it was hard to make.

Thank you for your patience,

Ivan. 「ＰＵＳＳ！」O S T:
Sit down, relax, take a deep breath and listen to the new
single from upcoming PUSS! Soundtrack:
https://youtu.be/Prc12eFq9xQ
You can get PUSS! Soundtrack for free by visiting  PUSS! website [www.pussthegame.com].

PUSS! and PUSS! OST release on August 2. ＳＥＮＴＩＭＥＮＴＡＬ:
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It is a crunch time but still we have a time to thank all people who support PUSS!.

For every comment and feedback. For every thumb up and retweet.
For all these mindblowing walktrough videos.

We thank you very much for being a part of PUSS!.

It motivates us to finish the long way from this

to this
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and go even further.

Spread the word about PUSS! because it matters a lot for us.

PUSS! loves you

. Welcome to ＰＵＳＳ！:
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We are excited to announce our debut game,  PUSS![www.pussthegame.com].

We'll release a demo of PUSS! in a couple of weeks so feel free to  follow us to stay tuned for more updates!

PUSS! loves you.

. For Windows x32 owners:

Finally, you are able to download the demo.
We apologize for this bug. Now it is solved
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store.steampowered.com/app/797230/PUSS/

Have a nice game!
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